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INTRODUCTION
The introduction should reflect background to the research work, statement of problems, aims and
objectives of the research, related literature to the research topic (recent references), justification and
significance of the research. The introduction should not exceed three paragraphs and is strictly 11 font
size Book Antiqua. All citation should be in blue (Orhorhoro, 2018, Iseru et al., 2014)

MATERIAL AND METHODS (Font size: 12)
This section contains the design, material, procedure,

A. Figure (Font size: 11)
Pictures, charts and diagrams should be cited as Fig. and should be properly numbered before
presenting it in the order in which they are referred such as Fig. 2. (Font size 8 Book Antiqua).

Design and Fabrication…….
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Fig.2 Logo

B. Equations (Font size: 11)
All equations must be clearly typewritten and special symbols must be properly identified. The
equation must be separated by one blank line. Equations should be typed in Equation Editor or
Mathtype Software (send in editable form).
𝑃 = (𝑇1 − 𝑇2 )𝑉

(1)

𝑇 = 𝐹𝑟

(2)

C. Tables
Tables must be numbered consecutively along with a brief title. The number of the table should
be cited in the text (e.g., Table 1 shows the brief summary of IUO staffs) before presenting the
tables.
Table -1 Brief of IUO Staffs
Number
1

Staff Name
Adingwupu Anthony

Department
Mechanical Engineering

D. Units and Dimensions
Units and dimensions should be expressed according to the SI units.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (Font size: 12)
The results and findings of the research work should be presented in graphs and tables.
However, results presented in graph should not be repeated in table and vice versa. The results
should reflect major findings and their explanation/interpretations. The results should be
properly discussed and compared with existing research work.

CONCLUSION (Font size: 12)
A conclusion indicates the advantages, limitations and possible applications of the paper. The
author (authors) should not replicate the abstract as the conclusion.

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation should be brief and related to the research work.
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